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Abst rac t - -The  authors consider a class of bulk queueing systems with a compound Poiuon input 
modulated by a semi-Markov process, multilevel control service time and a queue length depc~adent 
service delay discipline. According to this discipline, the server starts the next service act if the 
queue length is at least r; in this case, all available units, or /{ (server capacity) of them, whichever 
is less, are taken for service. Otherwise, the server delays the service act until the number of units 
in the queue reaches or exceeds level r. The stationary distribution of the queueing process with 
continuous time parameter is obtained by using semi-regenerative techniques. The authors establish 
some ergodic theorems for functionais of input and output processes and present an optimization 
problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In this article, the authors continue to study a class of single-server controlled bulk queueing 
systems begun in [1,2]. These queueing systems are characterized by a so-called "hilevel service 
delay discipline," i.e., it is assumed that the server capacity is R and that the server starts 
the next service act only if the number of customers in the system is at least r, where r is a 
certain control evel, r _< R. Otherwise, the server emains idle until the the queue length (Q) 
reaches or exceeds r and then starts servicing a group of min(Q, R) customers. We will call such 
systems models with an (r, R)-service delay discipline, or shortly, models with a bilevei service 
delay discipline. Note that since the input of the system is supposed to be bulk with a general 
distribution of sizes of arriving groups, the queue length is likely to exceed level r, and, therefore, 
the number of customers taken for service in these cases will depend on the value of the first excess 
of the queueing process over level r. This fact makes a preliminary analysis of the corresponding 
first passage problem a necessary and important part of the study of any bulk queueing system 
with a hilevel service delay discipline. It was done by the authors for the corresponding class of 
stochastic models in [3] and partially included in [1,2]. Some results obtained in [3] will also be 
used in the present article. 
The authors also employ a state dependency of the service process and a control over the input. 
These features help the system become more flexible in applications addressing various real-world 
situations. They work as follows. 
Let the sequence (Tn; n = 0, 1,... ; To = 0} denote the successive moments of service comple- 
tions and let {Q(t); t ~ 0} ---, • = {0, 1,... } describe the number of customers in the system at 
moment t. Denote Qn = Q(Tn + 0). Then, the service of the n th batch of customers performed 
in interval [Tn,Tn+l] lasts a random time ~n+l with the distribution function Bq,, which is 
an element of the given set {B0,B1,... ) of arbitrary distribution functions with finite means 
{b0, bl . . . .  } and Laplace-Stieltjes transforms (/~0(t~),/~l(t~),...  Re(0) > 0. 
T~eset by .4.~.~-TF_,X 
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The input process is supposed to be a compound modulated Poisson process described as 
follows. 
Let 
~(t) = Q (Tc([o,t]) + 0), t >_ O, (1.1) 
where 
oo 
C = ~ ~T. (1.1a) 
r t=0 
is the counting process associated with the point process {T,}. Therefore, at any time t > 0, 
the process ~ holds an information about the value of the queueing process Q at the time of 
the last service completion preceeding time t. Let {rk; k = 1,2,. . .  } be a nonstationary doubly 
stochastic Poisson point process with intensity A (~(t)). The random size of arriving groups at 
time 1"k is subject to a similar dependence on ~, i.e., if Xi¢(t) denotes the size of the i th arriving 
group in the interval [Te([o,t]), Tc([0,t])+l], then we suppose that Xie(t ) is a random variable with 
the probability generating function a~(t)(z) = E[zX'e(O], i -- 1 ,2 , . . . .  In other words, the 
whole compound input process (denoted by Z e) is modulated by ~. (A more general description 
of modulated compound processes is given in [4].) Observe that the server remains idle from 
Tc([0,t]) until the moment 0Tc~lo:D, when the queue length for the first time hits or exceeds level 
r (0Tc(Io,,D is set to be equal to Tc([0,t]) if ~(t) > r). 
Note that the process of arriving groups on the interval [Tc([0,t]), Tc([o,t])+l] gives an "episode" 
of an integer-valued delayed renewal process S = {Sk = X0 + X1 + ... + Xk} terminated when 
S for the first time reaches or exceeds level r. For simplicity in notations, we drop the second 
subscript in S originally presented as an indication of its relation to Tc([0,tl) and its dependence 
on ~. Similarly, we will drop the subscript in 0 (bearing in mind, however, that in the reality, it 
is a stochastic process of a 'Yirst passage time" that follows or coincides with Tv([0,tl)). 
Along with the process S, we define the random variable v = inf{k > 0 : Sk > r}, also 
introduced in [1]. If X0 takes on a fixed value i, the random variable v gives the index of Sk 
(called the index of the first excess), for which Sk for the first time reaches or exceeds level r. We 
will also be interested in the random variable S~, called the first excess of S over level r, and in 
the random variable 0 introduced above, known as the first passage time of the process S over 
level r. Finally, we denote Ki(z) -- fli (Ai - Ai ai(z)). 
2. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK 
In this article, the authors consider a bulk queueing system with a compound Poisson input 
modulated by a semi-Markov process, multilevel control service process and an (r, R)-service 
delay discipline described in Section 1. 
Some special cases of this system were studied in [5-9]. In [6,7], the authors considered a system 
with a bilevel service delay discipline called there M/Ga'b/1. Neuts [9] additionally assumed that 
service times of batches depend on their sizes taken for service. This feature was also assumed 
in [10]. However, neither queue length dependent service nor input control were considered in 
these articles. In addition, in all these systems, the authors tudied only nonbulk input. With a 
bulk flow, the system obviously becomes more important for applications and much more complex 
analytically due to fluctuations of the queue about level r. 
Observe that under general assumptions about the distribution functions {B,}, there is obvi- 
ously no possibility to obtain the stationary distribution of the queueing process in an explicit 
form. The analysis of the queueing process in such systems is traditionally initiated by studying 
an embedded process or by using the method of '% supplementary variable" (an extension of the 
queueing process to a Markov process by introducing supplementary processes). Abolnikov and 
Dshalalow [1,2] proposed a method which is based on certain analytic techniques that reduce the 
general problem of finding the probability distribution P = (P0, P l , . . .  ) of the embedded process 
Qn to the problem of finding a unique solution of a finite system of linear equations whose coeffi- 
cients may contain a finite number of roots of an associated analytic function inside the unit disc 
of the complex plane. For a variety of special cases, the results obtained in [1,2] frequently ield 
explicit solutions. These results also gave the rise for the derivation of the general distribution 
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of the queueing process with continuous time parameter with the help of semi-regenerative tech- 
niques in a queueing system with a random accumulation level [11]. In the present paper, the 
authors use similar techniques that directly and efficiently lead to the stationary distribution of 
the queueing process with continuous time parameter in the bulk queueing system with a bilevel 
service delay discipline. The authors also establish several ergodic theorems of general interest 
and discuss an optimization problem. 
3. QUEUEING PROCESS 
In [1,2], we considered the system with no modulation of the input process and service control 
when the queue length exceeds a fixed level N, i.e., we assumed (without any significant loss of 
generality) that 
B,(x) - B(x), ~i(0) = 3(0), Ki(z) = K(z), bi = b, A( i )=A,=A,  
ai(z) = a(z), (~i = a, i > N, N > r -  1, where ai = a~(1), i E ~. (AS) 
The assumption (AS) makes it possible to establish a convenient necessary and sufficient er- 
godieity criterion for the embedded Markov chain Q,:  
p<R,  
where p = abA (see [2]). Under this condition, the invariant probability measure P = (P0, P~,..-) 
of Qn exists and can be expressed in terms of the probability generating function P(z) of the 
vector P.  
3.1. Preliminaries 
(i) Let (Xn,T , )  be an irreducible aperiodic Markov renewal process with a discrete state 
space @. Denote/~ = E ~ [TI] and let/3 = (/~; x e @)T. Let (Q,) be ergodic and let 
P be its stationary distribution. We call the Markov renewal process recurrent-positive if 
P f l  is finite. An irreducible aperiodic and recurrent-positive Markov renewal process is 
said to be ergodic. 
(ii) Let (Qn,T,)  be an ergodic Markov renewal process. For each x and j E @,t ~-* RX(j,t) - 
EX[~"]~'=0I{j}x[0,,] o (Qn,Tn)], is a Markov renewal function. {f~,~',(P~)x~+,~(t); 
t > 0} ~ (R+, B+(R+)) is the minimal semi.Markov process associated with (Qn, 7",). 
(iii) Let {O,~c,(P~)~,+,Q(t); t > 0} ---* @ be a semi-regenerative process relative to {T,}, 
where @ is a set equipped with a discrete topology. We will call the functional matrix 
K(t) = (Kjk(t) = PJ{Q(t) = k, T1 > t} , j ,k  E ~) the semi-regenerative k rnel. 
(iv) Consider again the auxiliary delayed renewal process S introduced in Section 1 and intro- 
duce the following functionals of v, Sv and 0. Let 
g~')(z) -- E' [zV], G~O(z) = E' [zS~], 
g~r)(O,z) = E i [e -°° z'], 
(3.1a) 
(3.1b) 
and let us define 
Gir(z) = E Ei [zS' Iv._,(Sj)], (3.1c) 
j>>.o 
(where IA is the indicator function of the set A and Uk = {0, 1 . . . .  , k}) called the generator 
of the first excess level. Clearly, g~r )( z ) = g~r )( O, z ). We will use some results of the analysis 
of the behavior of the process S about level r obtained in [3]: 
1-o,(.) } i<r ,  
a!")(o,._ z)  = -" t v,( , , ) , , , ( . ) )  , (3.1d) 
1, i>  r, 
25:3-H 
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where 
and 
Ai Ai = A(i), Re(O) > O, 
V~(O) = ~ + o'  
(3.1e) 
I O k 
= k >_ 0, 
Gi~(z) = z i~- i -1  (~-~)0-~,(=*)) '
0, i _> r, 
a~)(z) = z i - (1 - a,(z))ai~(z), i • ~, 
--z" (1--:¢) [l--a~(~¢)] ' 





It can be shown that {O, ~', (p t ) , t , ,  Q(t); t > 0} ~ (~, Y($)) is a semi-regenerative process 
relative to {T,, n = 0, 1,. . .  ,To = 0}. By 3.1 (ii), {Qn,Tn; n - 0,1, . . .  } ~ (~ x R+,B(~ x R+)) 
is the associated Markov renewal process. Let S(t) be the corresponding semi-Markov kernel. 
Under a very mild restriction on Bi, i E ~, we can ssume that the elements of S(t) are not 
step functions, which would imply that (Q,,  T,)  is aperiodic. By [2, Proposition 3.2], the value 
PD, called there the mean service cycle, is finite. Thus, according to 3.1(ii), the Markov renewal 
process is ergodic given the condition p < R. 
It also follows that the process ¢, defined in (1.1) and (1.1a) is the minimal semi-Markov 
process associated with Markov renewal process (Qn, Tn) and, therefore, according to Section 1 
or [1, Definition 2.1], the input process Ze is a compound Poisson process modulated by the 
semi-Markov process ¢. 
3.L Notation 
Let $=,(t) -- P= { Ze ([O, t]) - siT1 > t}. Then, given that ~(0) = z and since on the set 
{7"1 > t} Z ~ is not modulated by a new value of ~, the input process takes on value Z,,  which 
denotes a compound (nonmodulated) Poisson counting process with intensity A, and with the 
groups sizes described by a common probability generating function ax(z). Z, was introduced 
in [1, Definition 2.1(ii)]). Thus, it follows that 5 , , ( t )=  P{Z,([0, t]) = s}. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The semi-regenerative k rnel K(t) satisifies the following equations. 
ai,k_i(t), 
k-j t 
Kjk(¢) = E : : r - J  X TJ(S + j ' t -  u)6J'k-J-'(u)(1-- Bj(u))du' 
6j,k_j(t)[l -- Bj(t)], 
O, 
O~j<k<r ,  
O~j<r<k,  
rS j~k ,  
O<k<j ,  
(3.3a) 
where 6jr is defined in 3.2 and ~j denotes the joint probability density function of the random 
variable Sv and the first passage time O. 
PROOF. The above statement follows from direct probability arguments. II 
THEOREM 3.4. Let {f~,5,(P~)~c~t,Q(t); t >_ 0} ---* (~,B(~)) be a semi-regenerative process 
relative to {T. } and let K(t) be the semi-regenerative kernel. Suppose that the associated Markov 
renewal process IS ergodic and K(t) is integrable over R+. Then the stationary distribution 
~" = (1rE; z E q/) of {Q(t)} exists and can be expressed in terms of its generating function ~r(z) 
as fol lows. Denote  H = (h#k; j, k • #) = f0 °° K(t)dt, h#(z) the generating f.nction of the fh  
row of matrix S and h(z) = (h#(z): j e #)z.  Then,  
7r(z) = Ph(z)  (3.4a) 
P/3 ' 
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where P is the invariant probabifity measure of the embedded Markov cha/n Qn and PI~ is 
defined in item (i) of Section 3.1. Preliminaries. 
THEOREM 3.5. Given the equilibrium condition p < R for {Q,}, the stationary distribution 
1¢ = (lrz; z E ~) of the queueing process {Q(t)} exists; it is independent ofany initial distribution 






1 - Ki(z) (3.5b) 
di(z) = )q(1 - ai(z))' 
where P(z) is the generating function of P (determined in [2]), P~} is determined in [2, Propo- 
sition 3.2]: 
P~=b+ EP I  bi-b+-~iO~ , 
i=0 
Gir( z) satisfies formula (3.1g), d( z) is defined as di( z ) with all subscripts dropped, and Ki( z) = 
- a , ( z ) ) .  
PROOF. The Markov renewal process (Qn,T,) is ergodic ifp < R. By 3.4, the semi-regenerative 
process {Q(t)} has a unique stationary distribution ~. From (3.3a), we can see that K(t) is 
integrable over R+. Thus, following 3.4, we need to find H and then generating functions hi(z) 
of all rows of H. It follows that 
hi (z )=z i1~ ~=r-i-l{ (1 - z) (11- ai(zz)) }+di(z)G~r,.)(z), 0 < i < r , _  (3.5c) 
where G},')(z) denotes the tail of the generating function G~')(z), summing its terms from r to c~. 
r) ~ir)(z) coincide. Then, However, it is easy to show that G~/r (z) and 
hi(z) = z i di(z), i _> r, (3.5d) 
where the index i can be dropped for all i exceeding N, in accordance with assumption (AS). 
(3.5a) follows from (3.5c)-(3.5d) and [1, equation (2.8)] and some algebraic transformations. | 
3.6. Examples 
EXAMPLE 1. In the next situation, we suppress bulk arrivals, but we preserve the modulation. 
In the multilevel controlled queueing system with (r, R)-queue length dependent service delay 






P(z )  = E~=OPi{zR+('-R)+ Ki(z) -- zi K(z)} 
z R - g(z) (3.6b) 
Probabilities Po,... ,PN form the unique solution of the system [2, equations (2.6b) and (2.6c)]. 
(Note that [2, equation (2.6c)] is reduced to 
N 
~-~ piLoi - p + (R - i) +] = R - p.) (3.6c) 
i=0 
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Indeed, formula (3.6a) follows from (3.5a) and (3.5b) after some algebraic transformatio 
Formula (3.6b) follows from [1, equation (2.6)] and [2, equations (2.2b), (2.2c) and (2.6a)], a 
because G~r)(z) reduces to 
G~/r)(z) = { z r,. i < r, (3.( 
z', i>r .  
Equation (3.6c), due to g}r) = (r - i) +, is valid for this special case. 
Specifically, if r = R we obtain: 
~(1 - z ~) .(~) _ ~- -~]  P(z). (3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Another special case arises when we preserve the bulk of the input but drop 
modulation. Then, the generating function lr(z) of ~r can be derived from the following formt 
t [1  - a (z ) ]  ~r(z) = P(z)  (1 - z R) + ~ p, K i (z)  9y  R-1 
a i=o [ 1 - y j 
(3. 
where £ is the mean (stationary) server toad, and (according to [2, equations (3.3) and (3.5a)] 
satisfies one of the following expressions: 
N r - I  
= p + Ep , (p i  - p) + EP i  aiO} ~), (3: 
i=0 i=0 
R-1 f Glr)(y) } R-1 (3.~ l :R -  " 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that arriving groups are distributed geometrically, i.e., ai (z) = a (z 1 
pz(1 - qz) -1. Then, from equations (3.1g) and (3.1h), and from [1, equation (2.8)], we have 
G~r)(z)= z r p (1 -qz )  -1, for i < r, and Vl')(z) = z', for i > r. (3 
Now substitute (3.6i) into (3.6a) and get 
1-z  1 P (z ) (1 -z  n)+ 1 
R-1  
E Pi Ki(z) Wi(z), (3, 
i----0 
where 
{ zRO-~R-r-') - z'tl-~z)R-'-~J 0 < i < r, 1--q 1-qz ' - -  
Wi(z )  = 
1 R ~(z -z i ) ,  r_<i< R. 
The mean server load ~ can be evaluated from [2, formula (3.5a)1 that leads to 
3. 
R-a (R+ 1)p+qn+l -  q r-1 
= R - E pi(R - i) - p2 E p,. 
i..~r i=0  
EXAMPLE 4. Under the conditions of (iii), assume additionally that r = R - 1. Then the up: 
expression in (3.7k) vanishes, reducing (3.7j) to 
P-----Le = P(z)  1 - z r+ l  
~(z)  1 - qz 1-'--':'~z pr Kr (z)  z r . 
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EXAMPLE 5. Under the conditions of Example 1, the mean server load t can be reduced to 
co r -1  R -1  
~= Ep imin{R,  max{r,i}} = R Ep i  +rEp i  + E ipi, 
ic$ i=R i=0 "= $ r
(3.61) 
that also agrees with formula (3.6h), to which this special case is applied. 
EXAMPLE 6. Under the conditions of Example 1, by dropping the modulation of the input, we 
have from (3.6a) and (3.6d) that 
R-1  
t(1 - z) r(z) = P(z) (1 - z R) + E Pl Ki(z) (z R - zr'), 
i=0 
where 
ri = r, i < r and rl = i, i > r and t satisfies (3.61). 
7. By virtue of obvious probability arguments, we can derive the Laplace-Stieltjes EXAMPLE 
transform of the probability distribution function of an idle period in the steady state: 
r -1  
Ei=oPig~r)(O,1) 
where g~r)(O,z) is determined in (3.1d). 
r - -1  
~-~i =o Pi 
The mean value of the idle period I in the steady state is then 
,-I 0~,) I = ~i=o pi I/Ai 
, (3.6m) r - -1  
~-'~ i--0 Pi 
EXAMPLE 8. Formula (3.6m) and Theorem 3.5 allow us to derive the mean busy period B in the 
equilibrium. Clearly, r-1 Y~i=o ri is the probability that the server is idle. On the other hand, it also 
equals I / ( I  + B). Thus, we have 
IE.+=, 
r - -1  
E i=O ~i 
4. ERGODIC  THEOREMS FOR SOME FUNCTIONALS OF INPUT 
AND OUTPUT PROCESSES 
For a stationary Poisson process with intensity A of the point process, its mean or, equivalently, 
its renewal function, equals At. In a model where the input process depends on the queue length, 
an analysis of the input process is worthwhile and requires pecial attention. In our case, the 
input is a compound Poisson process modulated by a semi-Markov process. An approach to treat 
such an input process was developed in [4] from which we state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The stationary rate of the input now averaged over the infinite horizon is deter- 
mined from the following formula: 
E:  [Z~ ([0, t)] Pp 
O = lim - where  p -" (,'~x (ix fix; x 6 ~I/) T • (4.1a) 
t-oo t P~ '  
One of the goals of this section is to find lim (E ~ [Q(t)])/t. By a direct computation, it can be 
t--*CO 
shown that for p < R, the value of lim E x [Q(t)] is a function of the second moment of a service 
t--*CO 
time that need not be finite. In the latter case, it is not obvious with what speed lira E z [Q(t)] 
t-*CO 
gets to infinity. We will show that, even if it diverges, it gets slower to infinity than with the unit 
speed. 
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Let B be a Borel set on It+. Denote S(B) the total number of customers completely processed 
on the time-set B. 
THEOREM 4.2. For p < R, the output rate detined O = lim (E x [S([O,t])])/t equals the ratio 




S([0, t]) = E E inf{Q(0, o Q,), R} I{j} ×[o,,] o{Q,, T, } 
j~¢ ,=0 (4.2a) 
- E inf{Q(Oc([o,,l) o ~(t)), R} I(j} o ~(t). 
jt$ 
The sum in the second line of equation (4.2a) gives the total number of units being in service 
but not completely processed by time t. Clearly, this sum is majorated by R for every w E ~. 
To find the output rate, first observe that (4.2a) is reduced to 
S([0, t]) = E ~ inf{Q(Oo(j)), R} I(j}×[0.fl o (Q,,  T,} 
j~  ,=0 (4.2b) 
- E infiQ(0v([0,,]) o~(t)), R} Iij} o ~(t), 
since obviously, the random variables 0, o Q,, n = 0, 1,.. . ,  are independent and identically 
distributed if given on the trace a-algebra ~'t N [U~°=0 Q~t({j})] (where ~'t is the canonic filtering 
induced by the process {Q(t)}). The latter enables one to evaluate the functional Ex [S([0, Z])] by 
using the independence of Q(Oo(j)) and I(j} ×[0,fl o{Qn, Tn }. Applying the monotone convergence 
theorem, we have 
[S([O,t])] -- E Ej [inf{Q o 0o}] Rx( j , t ) -E  ~ [Einf{Q(OTc(loaDO~(t)), R}/(Do ~(t)] . E • 
J ~* L./t* J 
Obviously, 
which simplifies the output rate to 
O = lim ~.  EJ[inf{Q o 00}] R~(J' 1) 
t - *co  ~ t 
for all t ~ 0, 









O = p~.  (4.2c) 
[2, Theorem 3.4], the mean server load and the intensity of the system coincide, and 
the theorem. 1 
4.3. The below formulas hold true for the following functionals of the stochastic 
1/t R:(j, t) = (pj)/(P~); 
l i t  fo P :{Q(u)  = j}du  - ~rj; 
l f l  f~ P={~(u) = j}  du = (pj bs) l (P/3).  
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PROOF. 
(i) Let 6o = inf{n > 0 : Qn -" j, Q0 = z}, 6~ = inf{n > 6~-1 : Qn = j, Q0 = z}. Then, 
{T6h ; k ~_ 0} is a delayed renewal process (embedded in the point process {Tn}). Clearly, 
{T6k; k > 0} is recurrent if and only i fp  < R. Then, due to lim P{$0 < t} - 1 for 
p < R, it follows that lim (R=(j, t))/t = pj, where pj is the reciprocal of the mean time 
|--*CO 
between two subsequent returns of Qn to state {j}. On the other hand, from Markov 
renewal theory, it is known that pj =/~/ (P /3 )  and the statement (i) then follows. 
(ii) By Cinlar [12] we have P={Q(u) = k} = ~-~j>_0 f~ RZ(J, ds)Kj~(t), which yields that 
f~ P={Q(u) = k} du = ~'~j>0 Rz(J, ") *g(t), where g(t) = ~ Kjk(v)dv is a non-decreasing 
continuous function and symbol "." denotes the convolution operator. Then, 
R'(¢,.), 9(t)  /'CO 
lim = Ki (u) du, 
t-.CO R.(k,t) Pk Jo 
and finally, 
1/o' lim PZ{Q(u) = k}du = lim ~"~J>°R~(J")*g(t) RZ(k,t) ,-CO -i , - .CO a~(k,t)  t - -  - - -  T rk .  
(iii) The statement follows directly from ~inlar [12]. | 
Since Z ~ is the input process modulated by the semi-Markov process ~, we can use for- 
mula (4.1a), which gives the mean input rate ~ of the modulated semi-Markov process Z ~. 
From (4.2c) and (4.1a), it therefore follows that ~ = C). This is to be expected in most of the 
systems, thereby proving valid one of the conservation laws: "In an ergodic stochastic system the 
input and output rates are equal." 
COROLLARY 4.4. For p < R, the expected number of units in the system in equilibrium is either 
finite ir diverges lower than with the unit speed. 
PROOF. Since the number of units in the system at time t is Q(t) = Q(0) + Z(([0, t]) - S([0,t]), 
the statement follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. | 
EXAMPLE 4.5. As an application of the ergodic Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, consider the following op- 
timization problem. Let Cl, c2, c3, c4, w be real-valued Borel-measurable functions that represent 
the following cost rates and functionals. 
cl(k) denotes the total expenses due to the presence of k customers in the system per unit 
time. Then F1 [cl, Q](z, t) = E ~ [fo Cl(Q(u))du] gives the expected expenses due to the presence 
of all customers in the system in the time interval [0, t] given that initially z units were present. 
By Fubini's Theorem and Theorem 4.3(ii), we have lim 1/t 1;'1[el, Q](z,t) = ~ j>0 cl(j) ~j = 
t-*CO 
IrCl as the expected cost rate due to the presence of all units in the system, where Cl = 
(c1(0), ci (1),...)T. 
c2(j) denotes the expenses for the service act of type j per unit time (observe that the decision 
to "apply a certain distribution function Bj" when the system accumulated j units, will be 
affected by the cost function c2 that is usually inverse proportionally to the service rates). Thus, 
F2 [c2, ~](z, t) = E x ~f~ c2(~(u)) du] is the expected cost of all service acts in time interval [0, t] 
given that initially z units were present in the system. By Fubini's Theorem and Theorem 4.3(iii), 
we have lim 1/t F~ [c2,~](x,t) = (P/3 * c2)/P/3 (where/3.c2 denotes the Hadamard product of 
t--*CO 
/3 and c2 - (c2(0), c2(1),... )T) as the expected cost rate for all service acts over infinite horizon. 
c3 is a real-valued scalar denoting the penalty for each interruption of continuously operating 
service per unit time (by an interruption of continuously operating server, we understand each 
"entrance" of the server in idle period when it has to wait for the queue level to reach or exceed r). 
r--1 Then, c3 ~"~i=0 RZ(i, t) gives the expected expenses for r-1 ~'~=0 RX( i, t) number of idlenesses of the 
server in time interval [0,t]. By Theorem 4.3(i), the penalty rate for each entrance in an idle 
r -1  i r -1  period equals lira ~=0 (c3 R~( , t))/t = ~'~i=0 (c3 Pi)/(P/3). Observe that a necessity to penalize 
t-*CO 
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the system for service interruptions has a good reason to reduce warm-up expenses. Since our 
service time distribution functions are arbitrary and all of them may be different, it includes, 
as an option, a warm-up time prior to the service, so that Bi may be given in the form of a 
convolution of two probability distribution functions. 
c4 denotes the penalty for a unit time to spend idle by the server. Since the expected time the 
server idles "on" a set B E B+ is 
E" [ r~/ I{ i}oQ(u)du - -~/P '{Q(u) - i}du ,  
Li=OB s 0 B 
we have by Theorem 4.3(ii) that 
Iii} oQ(u)du = E ~`, 
7 L,_-0 , :0 
r--1 given c4 ~-'~i=o ri as the penalty rate for the server to idle per unit time averaged over infinite 
horizon. 
w denotes the reward for each completely processed unit per unit time. By Theorem 4.1, 
the expected gain of the system per unit time is lim (wE ~ [S([O,t])])/t = w(Pp)/(P~3) = 
~.--* O0 
Finally, the objective function & is then 
( I ) ' -  ~ W~--  P j~*c  2 - c 3~pi  -- c4 ~i - 7t'c 1. 
i=0 i=0 
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